Your drivers face more
hazards on the road
than ever
DRIVERCARE™ HAZARD AWARENESS TRAINING KEEPS THEM SAFE
CEI’s DriverCare Hazard Awareness training module
makes your drivers better by helping them to
identify and avoid road hazards. Using advanced,
interactive live-action video, Hazard Awareness
places drivers in a number of real-world scenarios
with scoring based on reaction time.

VALUE

Hazard Awareness is just one of many driver
training modules to help test driver competencies,
identify risky drivers, improve their skills, and
change their behavior. The training modules
are key part of DriverCare, the industry’s leading
integrated driver risk management program.

Comprehensive training for improved hazard recognition

See how this module works and its benefits

Short, online training modules keep drivers’ attention,
effectively reinforcing safe driving habits
Customers see their lowest incident rate in the year they
assign the most training

Engages drivers with interactive controls that mimic daily
driving scenarios
Requires re-testing until a driver successfully identifies
100% of the hazards to ensure comprehension

How It Works
A tutorial and practice scenario are provided
to ensure users understand and become
familiar with the user interface and controls,
before the scored scenarios begin. There are
seven scored scenarios that will test users’
ability to recognize common driving hazards.
The sooner the hazards are identified, the
higher the score. A recap is provided after
each scenario which will teach defensive
driving best practices.

Hazard Awareness Training Benefits
FOR DRIVERS
Highlights common hazards that all drivers
face, such as pedestrians, bicyclists, aggressive
motorists, disabled vehicles, wildlife and cars
in your blind spot
Recommends proven defensive driving skills such
as active scanning and looking further down the
road to spot hazards sooner

FOR COMPANIES
Identifies inexperienced and high-risk drivers
through test results
Provides an effective means of remediation
Reduces the risk of corporate liability
in case of a crash
Supports company employee safety initiatives

Increases overall awareness of the need
for defensive driving

To obtain pricing and learn more about the benefits of CEI DriverCare Hazard Awareness
Training, contact (877) 234-0378 or sales@ceinetwork.com
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